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White seething hot glamour commons yesteryear.
I danced in the morning through the flowers
and the ash, yielding not to demi-plié, to
sting away the day oh, National Servent, say! I danced 
  in the morning when the trees 
caught fire I punched out my eyes 
  in the clear well waters.
I stooped to the floor and I let my blood,
loved before the dawn of time put on some slap
karat out 
  I’ll stand with arms high
and heart abandoned no-comply kiki 
like risible kings to the dawns of a haven’t summer.

Stare down into the pond. It stings a bit giddy 
up it’s time for you ever lovely heart again to drum
oh be my ionised ballast. Tree to flame bit off more 
giddy up my bravest J, you’re not behind me 
  in the kitchen
a ghost went by my back 
  said a long protracted sound
against the neck, for I am just now too tired to speak
to you loved you in split up forceful right 
get out
  there in the garden of teats
my heavy load, surfacing goodbye Mr.
 laughing intels, them too cringe long back across the morn-

So in my tallest maxi dress / hotline goes dead,
come again to the beach my babe. I danced in the morning
and never more was said, no one was dead:
I danced the ionised no-comply gristle these sands away / a-boating
  must there fighting bit retain
take down my details:
  Not consent. Not. No
sarongs no shirt no entry, so  I danced in the flowers 
for the world once again agape I am ready
to dispatch:
  My perfect, spotless Righteousness
The great unchangeable I AM motherland sorrow.
There, down in the little pool where deer go to drink. 

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT! Snog the mouth 
under the trellis bellowed piers unyielding honeysuckle,
Dungeness scarecrow. Hello I’d like to speak to your
ruinous non so different head, hello this is trailing beach light danced
  staccato nebula; pause. A grating instinct
hammers in, the lights of the shore a-sway
  the utter law of the land.
Swing out a little karat, little skiff ulterior, sure
line up the flock back they go to school again the peaceful little lesion.
Time to go!
  There’s a mirror showing me the ugly truth.
These bones they ache with holy fire. Jolie bruine, moon and 
moon this night I creep away my love insisting on. 

Goodnight. If you have to go to the bathroom, just knock .
May I reach across the city. Weary unimagine.
I knocked on the graves I did the things moths did, glimpsed
and retreated to be remembered with pity the larvae
  feed on dry matter
not I match make ait to  sob for pleasure
  stupid agape at you 
air cut angle balcony you and I flung off your nut
coated like the moon’s agonised east-west parade
victory agog. What is the soaking air for
  greater things have yet to come
and greater things are still to be done in this city 856,500 
new faces peering in at the rancid management gateway.

Where no horse should there be I danced like a sack
of shit, increased fibre optic reach, DID 9/11,
wrote a think piece; no one knows he’s in the sky the ecstatic
humours rose: I danced in the servatives I danced
  in the self I planned
demi plié to a sassy épaulement
  negatyues
not consenting to live a giddy life by the land
by the law made up 
for heady scratchings
  we stand tall!
No turning back we found our way my immortal blind  
summer unfrost cycle blathering spigot, we stood tall.

The game’s afoot! Like fuck I danced
nobody saw me you can’t prove a thing,
are you detaining me? 
Am I being detained? 
  Oh Lord, I was so cherished
in summer playing arrest like a big clammy pup
  my amnesty
rests on nothing, jealous white glamour
catch me, catch me! Oh, let me dance 
on imagined hooks
  perfect and blameless life
given as sacrifice one step closer, kiss me 
your puppet trussed in tawse, the supreme double negative. 

What freedom is? I longed to glide across the floor. 
Nymphette sit to pop  in the morning 
garden, mock targets on the swain: caloric 
brain stabbers, wretched bunglers.
  June comes spilling in. 
Not enough bandwidth
  chattering blue tits
knots of butterflies wired to the scrambled moon
steady now cut out my groaning mouth
love comes pnictogen hydride
  who would true valour see
let him come hither concrete angel chop 
suey, rally to what most are un-allowed; what each one won freedoms is;

Job centre interviews on cosh, journal entr-
ists, militant democrats, slideshow glides honest
eons ago I knew you from a dream my elder
sister stay those, leg stay here pour across
  the ground with me boss-
man, how to go on love you for the private heart to sing aloud
  crushed up alive you go
down to thorax wall I blister love really you do all the greatest
nowhere left to go perhaps I pirouette in steam,
the limit of pain and suffering is what one you endures,
  the breezes and the sunshine
and soft refreshing rain every little thing, burn
the watered air from where you dream.

Everything circles the carpet. Drive away,
stay with all torn off yer head 
pulley this sicko LARP, you read: 
“as is to be expected, such clampdowns  
  always also backfire.
Counterinsurgency is, after all, 
 a desperate sort of war 
conducted only when more robust forms of conquest, 
appeasement and economic incorporation 
have become impossible.”
  When the sky was starless 
in the void of the night give it up: Somebody else’s world
goes bang the birds in the air, the falling bang the irradiate kiddies.

Everything circles the carpet. Drive away,
stay with all torn off yer head 
pulley this sicko LARP, you read: 
“as is to be expected, such clampdowns  
  always also backfire.
Counterinsurgency is, after all, 
  a desperate sort of war 
conducted only when more robust forms of conquest, 
appeasement and economic incorporation 
have become impossible.”
  When the sky was starless 
in the void of the night give it up: Somebody else’s world
goes bang the birds in the air, the falling bang the irradiate kiddies.

For the sake of the element the verse destroyed
ripped from under my failing 
thinking put on the furnace again:
“The disease is often presented as if it were 
  something like a natural 
disaster—at best random, 
  at worst blamed on the “unclean” 
cultural practices of the forest-dwelling poor”
stay with me forever close that flap 
or the sky gets in
   that I speak no more
and my bowels be set in aspic without walls. Mundane voyage
out to the lonesome heart pathetic and strewn on the fence. 

Of course we’re torn apart
tuned up to explode or buckle
the heat of the day the strangled mind
I saw you walk through the flies
   and doggerel
cameras twitching 
   bad bad
weird. I wondered the possibility 
they’d follow you forever like crows
to crucified bodies in hell, that
   strongholds come tumbling down 
a banner that flies across Islington, negative approach, parasites;
I think of your ashes today, if they should rest awhile on us. 

Please try not to spread yourself  
don’t be so crying, take my gaberdine.
You’re listing in the swell. 
A day of barely pressure
  sticky soft fire
permeable char-haze
 why so dam-
age don’t be so blistering 
fat on nectar, follow me says wanked up
daylight flies a sticky bun
  there’s a way we can go there
we can live there beyond time 9 crimes low almost 
everything I do, I do for fear of you…. EAT!

Dressed as a fish he
waddles amongst us.
“The Mayor! The Mayor!”
cried the succulent clubs,
  but over the fields the pressure hive
a danger sought to doctor you.
 The bandits are raw,
the sea stars no more:
Come ye poindexters! Dingbats! 
Ron English’s whitewashed a pike!
  ‘Cause I can see what
the devil’s trying to take now, may it be astra et luna;
proceed to the checkpoint and get to fuck. 

In the very beautiful dusk we spoke about the bins,
(our burnished tongues of bronze),
This is littering. If you can take a plastic bag 
full of bottles into the park, you can take it out with you afterwards, 
  and dispose of its contents yourself 
in a responsible manner.
  Currently, the data shows that the R value 
for England stands at 0.75. The total annual repayment cost 
of all PFI schemes and repayments will be (at least) £9bn a year 
for the decade. Oh good. 
  Your grace has found me just as I am
empty-handed but alive in your prize braun, forget about clearing,
naughty boys get sent outside. Now go on, get back to the rats. 

Spider crawling up your spine; across the dunes
the King of the Tussocks, sheer blanket dawn
furies through the night;
just before the fucking “sun” came up
  we saw Dunblobbin. 
gleaming through the trees. 
 28 km from Foxton.
Magnitude 5.6. Look at all the piglets
who’s a lovely fury? Pulling our legs off
back to the castle, oh, 
  whose voice the waters heard
and hushed their raging at Thy word. I’m back. “Good riddance”,
muttered the furious king as we traced our lives back to the sand. 

I put on my cossie and went to your grave. 
A gentle wind rocked the nettles. 
The silent hole stared up to the sky. 
You died in dephlogisticated air.
  No one can deny
that these are difficult times. 
 I don’t know where you’re buried. 
I have tried to find you, 
but even so you are not there, whatever may remain,
and so breath comes in nasal compulsions. And in the dark hour
  some thorns buried deep
and the tears that he cried as she tended his wounds. Palomino, burn
in the throes of a wretched holiday, she sang as she sewed in his hair. 

Very tender, ever quiet
falls away the field. 
Blurring haze forget me not
the moss who holds your head. 
  The city is almost silent
sloping out to sleep,
  the stars 
who sing our closures over the earth;
the trembling morning moths 
crack up to snow. 
  Your peace in our hearts
at the end of the damage. Heavy water / I’d rather be sleeping,
put out the lights of London.

It’s the end, but the moment has been prepared for.
Guts at dusk / the warm heart fiasco. 
Pump the gear scalpel brains remoulding 
zither to grate; climate neutral company;
  cum stockade
vipers writhe in verdant 
 dust nudged past the pill.
Watcher you, devil our heart.
Strapons. Disagreements. Can 2020 just
chemical burns latest in search for missing persons
  we do our marching to one beat
crushing the enemy under miasma, shut up bluebird
the way has been prepared for… 

BAMBOS CHARALAMBOUS. Crates arriving, 
dockers holiday, concrete coffin,
the band venom slides its way to the front of the mouth,
pickles there. As is a router to a blind man’s eye 
  test weakly slides the moon
across the borrowed forest.
 The last thing we need is a seventh summer
of love, softfash avant airists, 
idpol variants, five year old gaffa over a drawn on mouth
LARPing round the henge. What love could mean;
  there’s a cemetery deep below the sea
where I’ll hide from news of the GOP. Who are parents? Jogalong
this table’s taken. Floreat Bambos: Labor omnia vincit. 

Today I miss the poets: The Peter Manson cactus 
garden, the Frances Kruk cobweb
dispensary; going into London flying out our hands:
The wholesome queer ultraviolence Rahaline vertical assault.
  A tortoise far below
skirted in rain / switched your lungs back on and then went still. 
 Risk calculated against life 
opposed to life at risk I danced, jackyl, I hardly danced.
You can put a fly in the fridge for one minute place it on the windowsill:
Seeming dead. Rest it in your hand appearing to magic it to life. Wow.
  I danced in the moon 
and the stars and the sun my heart will go on, black planet! It will!
They all go  “wow” and clap and their hands. The hot fly floats away.

If the objects in hell don’t work, switch them around:
I.E. Red blooded Capricorn for Red Army Capybara. 
For all the new soothsayers none turned a card for COVID,
death turned giddy in elective vagaries 
  adaptive ecumenical counsel, 
a heads up your finger won’t put to cloth 
 here in constant fouetté 
turns that sew the throat to avuncular data, relapse
shut up, dent, this thing’s gone ripe someone saying something
about organs of the state, welded into homes
  bitter was the night 
before the break of day resistance 1. resistance 2. 
Are you getting anything? Is that a pipe into the skull?

Here’s Noseybonk: We danced in the morning
for the sake of the young we went back to work
we lost our jobs we pled like servants
clover bloat, bone on bone. Over the hills
  methane obstetrics
pair off by chance. It’s hot in the garden. The filthy
  jealous wailing
prius contesting the year: I danced in the night time
trembling in bed. You wailed about your feelings
Ziyang Fan, Head of Digital Trade, World Economic Forum;
  take me as you find me
all my fears and failures what are all these bands so angry about,
purity
 ziplines into dampers, heat in the sorrowing whip.  

In the first Spring we grew bold.
We asked ourselves ‘who might die?’
We have to account one day 
for our helplessness. I don’t see the death
  I don’t,
more, I wanted to suffer, long and hard. 
 Poisoned again
intimate you piss off shreds of stagnant beef
quick scan started here cometh the dreamer:
This city turns people into shadows 
when I stand in that place
free at last you have won the race sleeper in metropolis solitudo, 
fiaba per un mistero sepolto tra verdi siepi, in preda ad un 
cuore che pulsa.

With one tired horse denial of work, efficiency 
line communication; dwindling spiral of control.
The process is long the poppies to seed
sweet as vinegar mit coconut sprawled across the sea
  who fixes the levy 
staked out for the dogs
 sonorous filth be upon you. 
Ardent love surrounds me like a blister pack,
I used to go to work each day eager through the dreaming coil
left my love behind me on the horse without his entrails. 
  Hoof and horn, hoof and horn
all that dies shall be gunged fly by night I never met another gemini,
so with one tired horse and our packs we trudged out along the earth. 

I Am a FREE 
I Am Not MAN 
A NUMBER. 
Precious seizure; dance, dance, 
  wherever you may be. There’s ants 
in the salad. Send it back. Bullet holes in glass
 but you’ll find the ants 
give a zesty crunch. We go to the cancellation
fun run: Refused are the best band in the world. Nizlopi
are the best band in the world. Avicii on bagpipes. 
  Lord of all hopefulness
Lord of all joy, daughter of the sun I was raised 
to do no harm and go down quiet. The heat screamed ‘(Riot! Riot! 
Riot!)’

Daubed in off-brand kedgeree, my silent eyes to you,
my love, I walked home in the cancelled rain 
and turned into a shadow. Every door was painted red.
The dead are in their aspic, awaiting resurrection
  and outside some children are playing
in the square. They do not turn to shadows, 
 though they are parts of the city
and the clouds who do not come to sing;
the spider dangles by her hook the aching  sea calls to the shore
who waits for the wounds to fall. Even the eyes who roam
  all of my deeds, everything I’ve achieved
cannot earn my way to favour or a shoulder to the wheel, particles
fall like singing stones. Tako takoti o takoti sman yamba takoti.

Playing at pilgrimage; the problems of work;
if there is in fact a life regained, switched on
tampering with the clamp eyes thrown out the skull
glanced sunlight therapy trips inside the little ear: 
  How do you make curfew
force the headrest out, 
 so there all he goes
pissing in his bunker rushed in by secret
demand “I do nothing for nobody”, truth inching in
liber mucous; terror in drastic actions right ahead
  running out of breath
the fight beneath your feet the humming acceptance speech 
disgust that turned its stupid ear again to cracker shame. 

I am a free thinking anti authoritarian, I said
to the nebuliser, I screamed at the cleaner,
I whispered to my mother as I spilled
into the world. That’s obviously not what’s meant
  said the dry roasted crusty
changing the locks. 
 There’s more at stake than granite! 
The games a-fucking-foot, my friend!
You’ll never get away with this. I’ll see to it
you rot in jail. I wondered where my king had gone
  entered our world, your glory veiled
not to be served but to serve, he is the boy, the past is a grotesque animal.
I never went back to finish it, the dead end stuck in the neck. 

Accomplices Not Allies: Abolishing the Ally  Industrial Complex 
(indigenousaction.org) realises the ally as temporary...
‘Think,  allies want something from you, in a moment. Strategy:
Accomplice: ‘A person who helps another commit a crime’. ‘You can 
  now pay hundreds of dollars to go to
esoteric institutes for an allyship certificate in anti-oppression. You can
 go through workshops and receive an
allyship  badge. In order to commodify struggle it must first be 
objectified. This is exhibited in how “issues” are “framed” & “branded.” 
Where struggle is commodity, allyship is currency.’
  Some chosen source as was need not be 
the only pattern to build a world on. Where pathways meet, low
down the sound of law, burning horrified ones, take up your screaming. 

Let our spite rise  in love
‘the new normal’
fresh horrors, what was once ‘austerity’, 
harder, faster, 

with attention 
to the detail
 of the body,
tracking it through the world, closing its magnetically sealed
doors its airtight perimeters; let our spite
rise in love, in tender revenge
  the trumpet sounds
and the dead will then be raised that terrible, terrible night: Dialogue
has never been our option, closed doors, brackets. Bodies through the 
world.

Chew around your speaking lips. 
Where are you, Jacq?
Do the plants stare blank the raining sky?
At the base of the lock I used a small light;
  the lamps at forty four
were out, I went to signal across the air.
 Is anyone there? The little flicker
in the bottom left glass, silence. Silence in light. 
Oh death where is thy sting? Angels, 
moth dust, 
  that sacred pot of red stuff
could blow me out, ribbons undone, gentle joy;
if we’d only allowed for our confiscated world...

Starry ribband beds about his wings
their cobbled lilies clog-danced, 
on planted earth wallow’d about he stands
so we bare the shavings, and suddenly
  the light air beating easterly
at frozen plummet front;
 their lives would fall to bits
by auctoritee of persones
we go out to build; 
a problem with the axle. Though
  I have a sweet hope 
of glory in my cold little heart. 22 letters
to the council, and still no arrests. The scorn of the tussling bins.

Amongst the herbs & electricity. The air 
rolled through the blockchain, & you were crying 
again, waiting for the knot to crumble down. 
A delivery of proper medicines. No food. 
  The buildings speak, unyield 
beyond paraphrase. Dock your mouth.
 The spectral  spiders screech 
and creak: False. They are silent, you cannot imagine 
the terror in wordless descent, the never screaming 
jaws, the silent armoured limbs;
  it sounds an echo in my soul.
How can I keep from singing? Laid to rest & gathering herbs:
Eat well, exercise. Live to be devoured. 

Throw the yo-yo down; it comes back up. 
Nothing is ulterior. Paradox is dead. 
I believed in pure Justice: The difference
as striking as the common. I cannot read Our Death:
  That the pain realised themself
to struggle, the stammer of packaging. I have never cried. 
 My whole life,  eyes sewn shut. They beg
to leak. The world rejects. Strength, head wound, the virus. 
This thing inside, it killed us: Fuck balconies. Fuck the world
reject. Reject. Reject.
You pushed away the malstrom.
You made us believe. Resistance 5 resistance 7 
resistance 6, that the eyes be allowed to spill themselves outside in 
                                                                                                  deleting air...

We must go on. Through the sloping rain
and the new builds. Staring over my head
my eyes turn  up through aching bone. 
We climbed the lighthouse. 
  A voice echoed blank, no face
in slate ahead
  be careful as you go
oh, please take care. There is horror deep ahead
and nowhere else to step, 
it waits like a pit who circles you, take care where you will go. 
  Amante è la musica che con noi non finisce.
Strapperò le ciglia con le mani, lascerò per sempre
il luogo dei miei maniaci pensieri. Yesterday once more whisper
please take care, my darling one, be careful where you tread.

One pain stops. Knock. Wandsworth. Call out. No more 
aversion therapy, to jump start new death 
rippling through the trees. Ladies at court
riven and chaste I will lie at your feet. 
  Mocked in traction
bonded to air I am still breathing. Lucky
 to be, hir ribbons at the wrist.
Knock. Stammer for reason, the chest heaves up we march again
voiceless young say their names, saints, purchased in blood
the destroyer went blind dusted off against the spoiling line. 
  Bonum est confidere in Domino,
bonum sperare in Domino spite and malice knock three times
pushed away digging out the eyes. 002023647.

Now’s our chance. I signalled with my lamp across the gap. 
Knock. A flicker of red in a torn up corner. How can it be
so long away I wrapped myself in the curtain to signal
over the air, you are not there. 
  Knock, that now I am sleeping, the window is open. 
the ladder is propped against the scaffolding, you so far gone not across 
 to air or sky gone so much,
silent of light no light in silence creaks away the forty four windows
stare. Way far back even then. Knock. It will not pass it simply doesn’t 
go, far enough to hear this light who shrieks across the firmament
  plunged beneath that flood lose all 
their guilty stains hewed in the brand skin and atmosphere
to a little dimming tint, be careful where your light treads soft ahead. 

She advances to meet the jaw, the plastic
second trapping. It waits & opens up its net. 
One group. One body of organs.
An un-renounced crypsis
  so deathish calamistrum. 
Reach across the silent evening. Beg to fall, to sleep. 
 A violent stridulation sucking
stomach. Resistance. Disease. Resistance. Disease. 
Rejected where the lung proscribes. 
All the limbs removed
  & she goes on
without the head.  Now, o now, o silencer
a speckled band appears, absence can no joy to thee  impart. 

the assailing mandible, correctly infers with rain to PAT test the stutter:
Terrorism is the worst thing in the world. Ripe crops bolt upright
swell their chests to any scrambled data, perturbed to telling,
  I am dead to you.
For God sake, eat something, please. 
  When have you ever worked. 
This is what not realising looks like. We should separate the hostile 
world.
The whole orange air migraines into your swelling eyes. You are the 
furies
screaming at the camera, your children in the room above, pressed into 
the corners.
  Zealots fire that bigots warms,
Fury’s wrath that fools alarms, Hell and misery, everyday life, goodbye,
he snarled to the begging window, old uncle Tom Cobley and all.
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Cesspits are usually buried underground, so won’t take  
up room on your property – apart from one manhole  

which is needed for access. 

↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕ 

I danced on a Friday  
When the sky turned black  

It’s hard to dance 
With the devil on your back. 

↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕

A sum ... flung yearly into the cesspit of this single vice! 

↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕ 

At a deeper level, though, what seems most fascinating  
about the state’s response is the way in which it has been  
performed, via the media, as a sort of melodramatic dress  

rehearsal for the full mobilization of domestic  
counterinsurgency. 

↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕↕ 

I AM A FREE 
I AM NOT MAN 
A NUMBER 





White seething hot glamour commons yesteryear. 
I danced in the morning through the flowers 
and the ash, yielding not to demi-plié, to 
sting away the day oh, National Servent, say! I danced  

in the morning when the trees  
caught fire I punched out my eyes  

in the clear well waters. 
I stooped to the floor and I let my blood, 
loved before the dawn of time put on some slap 
karat out  

I’ll stand with arms high 
and heart abandoned no-comply kiki  
like risible kings to the dawns of a haven’t summer. 



Stare down into the pond. It stings a bit giddy  
up it’s time for you ever lovely heart again to drum 
oh be my ionised ballast. Tree to flame bit off more  
giddy up my bravest J, you’re not behind me  

in the kitchen 
a ghost went by my back  

said a long protracted sound 
against the neck, for I am just now too tired to speak 
to you loved you in split up forceful right  
get out 

there in the garden of teats 
my heavy load, surfacing goodbye Mr. 
 laughing intels, them too cringe long back across the morning.  



So in my tallest maxi dress / hotline goes dead, 
come again to the beach my babe. I danced in the morning 
and never more was said, no one was dead: 
I danced the ionised no-comply gristle these sands away / a-boating 

must there fighting bit retain 
take down my details: 

Not consent. Not. No 
sarongs no shirt no entry, so  I danced in the flowers  
for the world once again agape I am ready 
to dispatch: 

My perfect, spotless Righteousness 
The great unchangeable I AM motherland sorrow. 
There, down in the little pool where deer go to drink.  



 
 
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT! Snog the mouth  
under the trellis bellowed piers unyielding honeysuckle, 
Dungeness scarecrow. Hello I’d like to speak to your 
ruinous non so different head, hello this is trailing beach light danced 

staccato nebula; pause. A grating instinct 
hammers in, the lights of the shore a-sway 

the utter law of the land. 
Swing out a little karat, little skiff ulterior, sure 
line up the flock back they go to school again the peaceful little lesion. 
Time to go! 

There's a mirror showing me the ugly truth. 
These bones they ache with holy fire. Jolie bruine, moon and  
moon this night I creep away my love insisting on.  
   



 
 
Goodnight. If you have to go to the bathroom, just knock . 
May I reach across the city. Weary unimagine. 
I knocked on the graves I did the things moths did, glimpsed 
and retreated to be remembered with pity the larvae 

feed on dry matter 
not I match make ait to  sob for pleasure 

stupid agape at you  
air cut angle balcony you and I flung off your nut 
coated like the moon’s agonised east-west parade 
victory agog. What is the soaking air for 

greater things have yet to come 
and greater things are still to be done in this city 856,500  
new faces peering in at the rancid management gateway. 
   



 
 
Where no horse should there be I danced like a sack 
of shit, increased fibre optic reach, DID 9/11, 
wrote a think piece; no one knows he’s in the sky the ecstatic 
humours rose: I danced in the servatives I danced 

in the self I planned 
demi plié to a sassy épaulement 

negatyues 
not consenting to live a giddy life by the land 
by the law made up  
for heady scratchings 

we stand tall! 
No turning back we found our way my immortal blind  
summer unfrost cycle blathering spigot, we stood tall. 
   



 
 
The game’s afoot! Like fuck I danced 
nobody saw me you can’t prove a thing, 
are you detaining me?  
Am I being detained?  

Oh Lord, I was so cherished 
in summer playing arrest like a big clammy pup 

my amnesty 
rests on nothing, jealous white glamour 
catch me, catch me! Oh, let me dance  
on imagined hooks 

perfect and blameless life 
given as sacrifice one step closer, kiss me  
your puppet trussed in tawse, the supreme double negative.  
 
   



 
 
What freedom is? I longed to glide across the floor.  
Nymphette sit to pop  in the morning  
garden, mock targets on the swain: caloric  
brain stabbers, wretched bunglers. 

June comes spilling in.  
Not enough bandwidth 

chattering blue tits 
knots of butterflies wired to the scrambled moon 
steady now cut out my groaning mouth 
love comes pnictogen hydride 

who would true valour see 
let him come hither concrete angel chop  
suey, rally to what most are un-allowed; what each one won freedoms is; 
   



 
 
Job centre interviews on cosh, journal entr- 
ists, militant democrats, slideshow glides honest 
eons ago I knew you from a dream my elder 
sister stay those, leg stay here pour across 

the ground with me boss- 
man, how to go on love you for the private heart to sing aloud 

crushed up alive you go 
down to thorax wall I blister love really you do all the greatest 
nowhere left to go perhaps I pirouette in steam, 
the limit of pain and suffering is what one you endures, 

the breezes and the sunshine 
and soft refreshing rain every little thing, burn 
the watered air from where you dream. 
   



 
 
Everything circles the carpet. Drive away, 
stay with all torn off yer head  
pulley this sicko LARP, you read:  
“as is to be expected, such clampdowns   

always also backfire. 
 Counterinsurgency is, after all,  

a desperate sort of war  
conducted only when more robust forms of conquest,  
appeasement and economic incorporation  
have become impossible.” 

When the sky was starless  
in the void of the night give it up: Somebody else’s world 
goes bang the birds in the air, the falling bang the irradiate kiddies.  
   



 
 
For the sake of the element the verse destroyed 
ripped from under my failing  
thinking put on the furnace again: 
“The disease is often presented as if it were  

something like a natural  
disaster—at best random,  

at worst blamed on the “unclean”  
cultural practices of the forest-dwelling poor” 
stay with me forever close that flap  
or the sky gets in 

that I speak no more 
and my bowels be set in aspic without walls. Mundane voyage 
out to the lonesome heart pathetic and strewn on the fence.  
   



 
 
Of course we’re torn apart 
tuned up to explode or buckle 
the heat of the day the strangled mind 
I saw you walk through the flies 

and doggerel 
cameras twitching  

bad bad 
weird. I wondered the possibility  
they’d follow you forever like crows 
to crucified bodies in hell, that 

strongholds come tumbling down  
a banner that flies across Islington, negative approach, parasites; 
I think of your ashes today, if they should rest awhile on us.  
 
   



 
 
Please try not to spread yourself   
don’t be so crying, take my gaberdine. 
You’re listing in the swell.  
A day of barely pressure 

sticky soft fire 
permeable char-haze 

why so dam- 
age don’t be so blistering  
fat on nectar, follow me says wanked up 
daylight flies a sticky bun 

there’s a way we can go there 
we can live there beyond time 9 crimes low almost  
everything I do, I do for fear of you…. EAT! 
   



 
 
Dressed as a fish he 
waddles amongst us. 
“The Mayor! The Mayor!” 
cried the succulent clubs, 

but over the fields the pressure hive 
a danger sought to doctor you. 

The bandits are raw, 
the sea stars no more: 
Come ye poindexters! Dingbats!  
Ron English’s whitewashed a pike! 

'Cause I can see what 
the devil's trying to take now, may it be astra et luna; 
proceed to the checkpoint and get to fuck.  
   



 
 
In the very beautiful dusk we spoke about the bins, 
(our burnished tongues of bronze), 
This is littering. If you can take a plastic bag  
full of bottles into the park, you can take it out with you afterwards,  

and dispose of its contents yourself  
in a responsible manner. 

Currently, the data shows that the R value  
for England stands at 0.75. The total annual repayment cost  
of all PFI schemes and repayments will be (at least) £9bn a year  
for the decade. Oh good.  

Your grace has found me just as I am 
empty-handed but alive in your prize braun, forget about clearing, 
naughty boys get sent outside. Now go on, get back to the rats.  
   



 
 
Spider crawling up your spine; across the dunes 
the King of the Tussocks, sheer blanket dawn 
furies through the night; 
just before the fucking “sun” came up 

we saw Dunblobbin.  
gleaming through the trees.  

28 km from Foxton. 
Magnitude 5.6. Look at all the piglets 
who’s a lovely fury? Pulling our legs off 
back to the castle, oh,  

whose voice the waters heard 
and hushed their raging at Thy word. I’m back. “Good riddance”, 
muttered the furious king as we traced our lives back to the sand.  
   



I put on my cossie and went to your grave.  
A gentle wind rocked the nettles.  
The silent hole stared up to the sky.  
You died in dephlogisticated air. 

No one can deny 
that these are difficult times.  

I don’t know where you’re buried.  
I have tried to find you,  
but even so you are not there, whatever may remain, 
and so breath comes in nasal compulsions. And in the dark hour 

some thorns buried deep 
and the tears that he cried as she tended his wounds. Palomino, burn 
in the throes of a wretched holiday, she sang as she sewed in his hair.  



 
 
Very tender, ever quiet 
falls away the field.  
Blurring haze forget me not 
the moss who holds your head.  

The city is almost silent 
sloping out to sleep, 

the stars  
who sing our closures over the earth; 
the trembling morning moths  
crack up to snow.  

Your peace in our hearts 
at the end of the damage. Heavy water / I’d rather be sleeping, 
put out the lights of London. 
 
   



 
 
It’s the end, but the moment has been prepared for. 
Guts at dusk / the warm heart fiasco.  
Pump the gear scalpel brains remoulding  
zither to grate; climate neutral company; 

cum stockade 
vipers writhe in verdant  

dust nudged past the pill. 
Watcher you, devil our heart. 
Strapons. Disagreements. Can 2020 just 
chemical burns latest in search for missing persons 

we do our marching to one beat 
crushing the enemy under miasma, shut up bluebird 
the way has been prepared for…  
   



 
 
BAMBOS CHARALAMBOUS. Crates arriving,  
dockers holiday, concrete coffin, 
the band venom slides its way to the front of the mouth, 
pickles there. As is a router to a blind man's eye  

test weakly slides the moon 
across the borrowed forest. 

The last thing we need is a seventh summer 
of love, softfash avant airists,  
idpol variants, five year old gaffa over a drawn on mouth 
LARPing round the henge. What love could mean; 

there’s a cemetery deep below the sea 
where I’ll hide from news of the GOP. Who are parents? Jogalong 
this table’s taken. Floreat Bambos: Labor omnia vincit.  
   



 
 
Today I miss the poets: The Peter Manson cactus  
garden, the Frances Kruk cobweb 
dispensary; going into London flying out our hands: 
The wholesome queer ultraviolence Rahaline vertical assault. 

A tortoise far below 
skirted in rain / switched your lungs back on and then went still.  

Risk calculated against life  
opposed to life at risk I danced, jackyl, I hardly danced. 
You can put a fly in the fridge for one minute place it on the windowsill: 
Seeming dead. Rest it in your hand appearing to magic it to life. Wow. 

I danced in the moon  
and the stars and the sun my heart will go on, black planet! It will! 
They all go  “wow” and clap and their hands. The hot fly floats away. 
   



 
 
If the objects in hell don’t work, switch them around: 
I.E. Red blooded Capricorn for Red Army Capybara.  
For all the new soothsayers none turned a card for COVID, 
death turned giddy in elective vagaries  

adaptive ecumenical counsel,  
a heads up your finger won’t put to cloth  

here in constant fouetté  
turns that sew the throat to avuncular data, relapse 
shut up, dent, this thing’s gone ripe someone saying something 
about organs of the state, welded into homes 

bitter was the night  
before the break of day resistance 1. resistance 2.  
Are you getting anything? Is that a pipe into the skull? 
   



 
 
Here’s Noseybonk: We danced in the morning 
for the sake of the young we went back to work 
we lost our jobs we pled like servants 
clover bloat, bone on bone. Over the hills 

methane obstetrics 
pair off by chance. It’s hot in the garden. The filthy 

jealous wailing 
prius contesting the year: I danced in the night time 
trembling in bed. You wailed about your feelings 
Ziyang Fan, Head of Digital Trade, World Economic Forum; 

take me as you find me 
all my fears and failures what are all these bands so angry 
about, 

purity 
 ziplines into dampers, heat in the sorrowing whip.   
 
   



 
 
In the first Spring we grew bold. 
We asked ourselves ‘who might die?’ 
We have to account one day  
for our helplessness. I don’t see the death 

I don’t, 
more, I wanted to suffer, long and hard.  

Poisoned again 
intimate you piss off shreds of stagnant beef 
quick scan started here cometh the dreamer: 
This city turns people into shadows  

when I stand in that place 
free at last you have won the race sleeper in metropolis solitudo,  
fiaba per un mistero sepolto tra verdi siepi, in preda ad un  

cuore che pulsa. 
   



 
 
With one tired horse denial of work, efficiency  
line communication; dwindling spiral of control. 
The process is long the poppies to seed 
sweet as vinegar mit coconut sprawled across the sea 

who fixes the levy  
staked out for the dogs 

sonorous filth be upon you.  
Ardent love surrounds me like a blister pack, 
I used to go to work each day eager through the dreaming coil 
left my love behind me on the horse without his entrails.  

Hoof and horn, hoof and horn 
all that dies shall be gunged fly by night I never met another gemini, 
so with one tired horse and our packs we trudged out along the earth.  
   



 
 
I Am a FREE  
I Am Not MAN  
A NUMBER.  
Precious seizure; dance, dance,  

wherever you may be. There’s ants  
in the salad. Send it back. Bullet holes in glass 

but you’ll find the ants  
give a zesty crunch. We go to the cancellation 
fun run: Refused are the best band in the world. Nizlopi 
are the best band in the world. Avicii on bagpipes.  

Lord of all hopefulness 
Lord of all joy, daughter of the sun I was raised  
to do no harm and go down quiet. The heat screamed ‘(Riot! Riot!  

Riot!)’ 
 



 
 
Daubed in off-brand kedgeree, my silent eyes to you, 
my love, I walked home in the cancelled rain  
and turned into a shadow. Every door was painted red. 
The dead are in their aspic, awaiting resurrection 

and outside some children are playing 
in the square. They do not turn to shadows,  

though they are parts of the city 
and the clouds who do not come to sing; 
the spider dangles by her hook the aching  sea calls to the shore 
who waits for the wounds to fall. Even the eyes who roam 

all of my deeds, everything I’ve achieved 
cannot earn my way to favour or a shoulder to the wheel, particles 
fall like singing stones. Tako takoti o takoti sman yamba takoti. 
   



 
 
and I’m so glad I’m not in school, boss.  
Switch the machine off, boss. I tethered my horse; 
when the militia arrived I hid under a heap of sacks.  
My breath was held in, tight, ever so tight,  

it will betray us all.  
Stem for survival. The hegemony 

of the agonised tawse: 
Endut! Hoch Hech! My Bonnie lies over the ocean 
by Bonnie lies over the spooky abandoned house. 
Oh, doubters! Oh, come declare your lives: 

His form was of the manliest beauty,  
his heart was kind and soft transfiguration head over fist 
I’m so glad I’m not in school, boss, beating away at my tedious head.  
 
   



 
 
Playing at pilgrimage; the problems of work; 
if there is in fact a life regained, switched on 
tampering with the clamp eyes thrown out the skull 
glanced sunlight therapy trips inside the little ear:  

How do you make curfew 
force the headrest out,  

so there all he goes 
pissing in his bunker rushed in by secret 
demand “I do nothing for nobody”, truth inching in 
liber mucous; terror in drastic actions right ahead 

running out of breath 
the fight beneath your feet the humming acceptance speech  
disgust that turned its stupid ear again to cracker shame.  
   



 
 
I am a free thinking anti authoritarian, I said 
to the nebuliser, I screamed at the cleaner, 
I whispered to my mother as I spilled 
into the world. That’s obviously not what’s meant 

said the dry roasted crusty 
changing the locks.  

There’s more at stake than granite!  
The games a-fucking-foot, my friend! 
You’ll never get away with this. I’ll see to it 
you rot in jail. I wondered where my king had gone 

entered our world, your glory veiled 
not to be served but to serve, he is the boy, the past is a grotesque 
animal. 
I never went back to finish it, the dead end stuck in the neck.  
   



 
 
Accomplices Not Allies: Abolishing the Ally  Industrial Complex  
(indigenousaction.org) realises the ally as temporary... 
‘Think,  allies want something from you, in a moment. Strategy: 
Accomplice: ‘A person who helps another commit a crime’. ‘You can  

now pay hundreds of dollars to go to 
esoteric institutes for an allyship certificate in anti-oppression. You can 

go through workshops and receive an 
allyship  badge. In order to commodify struggle it must first be  
objectified. This is exhibited in how “issues” are “framed” & “branded.”  
Where struggle is commodity, allyship is currency.’ 

Some chosen source as was need not be  
the only pattern to build a world on. Where pathways meet, low 
down the sound of law, burning horrified ones, take up your screaming.  
   



 
 
Let our spite rise  in love 
‘the new normal’ 
fresh horrors, what was once ‘austerity’,  
harder, faster,  

with attention  
to the detail 

of the body, 
tracking it through the world, closing its magnetically sealed 
doors its airtight perimeters; let our spite 
rise in love, in tender revenge 

the trumpet sounds 
and the dead will then be raised that terrible, terrible night: Dialogue 
has never been our option, closed doors, brackets. Bodies through the  

world. 
 
   



 
 
Chew around your speaking lips.  
Where are you, Jacq? 
Do the plants stare blank the raining sky? 
At the base of the lock I used a small light; 

the lamps at forty four 
were out, I went to signal across the air. 

Is anyone there? The little flicker 
in the bottom left glass, silence. Silence in light.  
Oh death where is thy sting? Angels,  
moth dust,  

that sacred pot of red stuff 
could blow me out, ribbons undone, gentle joy; 
if we’d only allowed for our confiscated world... 
   



 
 
Starry ribband beds about his wings 
their cobbled lilies clog-danced,  
on planted earth wallow’d about he stands 
so we bare the shavings, and suddenly 

the light air beating easterly 
at frozen plummet front; 

their lives would fall to bits 
by auctoritee of persones 
we go out to build;  
a problem with the axle. Though 

I have a sweet hope  
of glory in my cold little heart. 22 letters 
to the council, and still no arrests. The scorn of the tussling bins.  
   



 
 
Amongst the herbs & electricity. The air  
rolled through the blockchain, & you were crying  
again, waiting for the knot to crumble down.  
A delivery of proper medicines. No food.  

The buildings speak, unyield  
beyond paraphrase. Dock your mouth. 

The spectral  spiders screech  
and creak: False. They are silent, you cannot imagine  
the terror in wordless descent, the never screaming  
jaws, the silent armoured limbs; 

it sounds an echo in my soul. 
How can I keep from singing? Laid to rest & gathering herbs: 
Eat well, exercise. Live to be devoured.  
   



 
 
Throw the yo-yo down; it comes back up.  
Nothing is ulterior. Paradox is dead.  
I believed in pure Justice: The difference 
as striking as the common. I cannot read Our Death: 

That the pain realised themself 
to struggle, the stammer of packaging. I have never cried.  

My whole life,  eyes sewn shut. They beg 
to leak. The world rejects. Strength, head wound, the virus.  
This thing inside, it killed us: Fuck balconies. Fuck the world 
reject. Reject. Reject. 

You pushed away the malstrom. 
You made us believe. Resistance 5 resistance 7  
resistance 6, that the eyes be allowed to spill themselves outside in  
                                                                                                  deleting air... 
   



 
 
We must go on. Through the sloping rain 
and the new builds. Staring over my head 
my eyes turn  up through aching bone.  
We climbed the lighthouse.  

A voice echoed blank, no face 
in slate ahead 

be careful as you go 
oh, please take care. There is horror deep ahead 
and nowhere else to step,  
it waits like a pit who circles you, take care where you will go.  

Amante è la musica che con noi non finisce. 
Strapperò le ciglia con le mani, lascerò per sempre 

il luogo dei miei maniaci pensieri. Yesterday once more whisper 
please take care, my darling one, be careful where you tread. 
   



 
 
One pain stops. Knock. Wandsworth. Call out. No more  
aversion therapy, to jump start new death  
rippling through the trees. Ladies at court 
riven and chaste I will lie at your feet.  

Mocked in traction 
bonded to air I am still breathing. Lucky 

to be, hir ribbons at the wrist. 
Knock. Stammer for reason, the chest heaves up we march again 
voiceless young say their names, saints, purchased in blood 
the destroyer went blind dusted off against the spoiling line.  

Bonum est confidere in Domino, 
bonum sperare in Domino spite and malice knock three times 
pushed away digging out the eyes. 002023647. 
   



 
 
Now’s our chance. I signalled with my lamp across the gap.  
Knock. A flicker of red in a torn up corner. How can it be 
so long away I wrapped myself in the curtain to signal 
over the air, you are not there.  

Knock, that now I am sleeping, the window is open.  
the ladder is propped against the scaffolding, you so far gone not across  

to air or sky gone so much, 
silent of light no light in silence creaks away the forty four windows 
stare. Way far back even then. Knock. It will not pass it simply doesn’t  
go, far enough to hear this light who shrieks across the firmament 

plunged beneath that flood lose all  
their guilty stains hewed in the brand skin and atmosphere 
to a little dimming tint, be careful where your light treads soft ahead.  
   



 
 
She advances to meet the jaw, the plastic 
second trapping. It waits & opens up its net.  
One group. One body of organs. 
An un-renounced crypsis 

so deathish calamistrum.  
Reach across the silent evening. Beg to fall, to sleep.  

A violent stridulation sucking 
stomach. Resistance. Disease. Resistance. Disease.  
Rejected where the lung proscribes.  
All the limbs removed 

& she goes on 
without the head.  Now, o now, o silencer 
a speckled band appears, absence can no joy to thee  impart.  
   



 
 
By the swell of the Brapple, new day at last. Scorn hangs in the tongue, 
the assailing mandible, correctly infers with rain to PAT test the stutter: 
Terrorism is the worst thing in the world. Ripe crops bolt upright 
swell their chests to any scrambled data, perturbed to telling, 

I am dead to you. 
 For God sake, eat something, please.  

When have you ever worked.  
This is what not realising looks like. We should separate the hostile  

world. 
The whole orange air migraines into your swelling eyes. You are the  

furies 
screaming at the camera, your children in the room above, pressed into  

the corners. 
Zealots fire that bigots warms, 

Fury’s wrath that fools alarms, Hell and misery, everyday life, goodbye, 
he snarled to the begging window, old uncle Tom Cobley and all. 
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